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Swami: Hi guys, my dear divine souls. This is Swami. Hey 
unfortunately a phone call came and some important things... 
Good, but anyhow I really enjoyed it. It’s so beautiful and so far a 
few groups got pretty good success. And especially the Beuerhof 
people, they need to take some decision what the deal is with me. 
So far, what the deal you made it guys, is a little not comfortable. 
It’s like creating a center to me in Germany. It’s okay but of course 
I’m not satisfied with the deal. I don’t want the material things 
and palaces and centers. One Center is enough to deal entire the globe. 
The point is, I told the many stories, especially to the Beuerhof 
group. And few stories I explained it and after seeing in your faces 
too, I don’t think still you’re not clarity enough yet. And you made 
the lottery last night, five people. Out of the five people, each got 
huge success in their processes. It’s a little testing. They made it. 
And also the American citizens, so far since three years I didn’t 
show up in America because of the inner politics, what they’re 
really carrying in America with the power struggle, like pulling 
nature. I tried my maximum best since ten, twelve years to create 
the unity in you guys. If you’re not making the unity in your lives, 
one day you are the losers. The same thing, the same problem with 
the Jesus Christ in his life, the same problem happened. There’s a 
lack of unity. He’s too much loving nature. His mission, the link, 
the bridge got broken.  
So I don’t want to do the same mistake, anything if you have any 
doubt as a human being, monkey mind, and suspecting nature, 
I’m happy to prove and prove the reality in front of you. It’s no 
need to prove the realities. Since ten, twelve years I’m doing 
unbelievable hard work. I hope so, at the same time heartfully 
you’re doing amazing hard works too. The major problem you 
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have to understand, why I’m talking like this today, your personal 
blocks, your personal relationship problems, your personal 
feelings it should not implement on your mission. It should not 
implement on your process.  
The fear is the most contagious disease in the planet. Who is really 
carrying the fear, they’re unfit to anything in the planet to get 
success. Wherever who have the braveness, and guts, and 
dareness, and dashism - they only can create victories. Always 
having a panic, being like a chickens, I’m sorry I don’t want those 
type of people around me. You have to be, ‘do or die,’ once you 
have seen it, once you learned it, once you proved it, then you 
have to go.  
If you really believe the Vaastu, if it’s really working, you have to 
take the action. You really did the elements, you have seen the 
action, you have seen the results - you have to take serious action 
on it.  
The point is, the major problem with Americans, especially, not 
only the Americans, and also some few even in the Japanese 
groups, and also some European some students, the groupism, the 
unity is very, very, very important! Once you are really as a group 
with a strong unity, such a bliss you really can create in this 
mission. And so far some groups I completed it. Some more 
groups I left it.  
Tonight I’m going to take you guys through the processes again. 
At 10 o’clock I want to take the American citizens, the 
Parameshwari Group/Maheshwari Group. After that, the first 
Beuerhof Group, Ganesh and Tatyana is the Group Leaders to that 
group, and come out with clarity. By 11 o’clock I want to see you 
guys. Let’s complete it your process. Then once if I start giving the 
talks tomorrow, completely I’m going to talk the different subject 
for the Immortal Enlightenment Process, to preparing you for the 
2011. I need to give the initiation to that.  
So far whatever you have the desires of the chocolates, your 
experiences, I’m very happy to give you, but you need to give the 
support, and convince, and satisfy me with your open heart. If you 
close your heart, I can try to make it open but still you keep 
closing and closing and closing. And I saw last night, especially 
the first Beuerhof Group, five people who got the lottery and won 
it, then immediately Sabeena attacked on me saying, “Swami, I’m 
really carrying unbelievable pain in my heart. I can’t tolerate that. 
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Please heal me.” It means her husband got the lottery in it and she 
has a lot of nonsense doubts. That doesn’t work. Let him go where 
he wants to go. Let him travel where he wants to travel. Leave him 
whatever he wants to do. The globe is round; he’ll come back. You 
keep holding him he’ll want to run away. That’s the nature. So 
please try to understand, whenever you start feeling pain and 
suffering, that’s not healthy! If one of your friends got success, 
heartfully you need to congratulate that person, “Hey you got 
success, congratulations man.”   
And whenever you say like that, whenever you open your heart 
like that, heartfully appreciating nature, then success is with you. 
Whenever you’re creating jealousy and left out and unworthiness, 
I’m still seeing in you tons of unworthiness and left out and 
painful hearts with jealousies, power struggles, leadership 
qualities you want it. You want to lead the whole group. You want 
to be a leader. I’m sorry, Guru Parampara will decide who will 
become the leader, who will take next after me this strongest 
mission in the globe, I already chose it. Baba already chose it. It 
will happen it. Even you keep trying, it’s a waste of time. Just keep 
enjoy and practice whatever I’ve given to you. 
And if you have any process doubts, any miraculous doubts, any 
palm leaves in the literature doubts, any knowledge doubts, the 
power objects, the different how the mechanisms, anything you 
can openly ask, but you cannot judge your master with your 
funny minds. I cannot judge my master Baba. I don’t have that 
capacity to judge Baba. He smokes ganja. He drinks soma. He eats 
whatever he wants it. But he’s wrestling and he’s huge body. And 
whenever if I saw him what he’s doing it, I can’t make a decision 
his charactership the way of his actions. But another side of his 
coin, his character, what type of abilities, what type of his loving 
nature and the miraculous powers, he’s carrying it - that we need 
to see it. 
The master is a kind of a cow. The cow eats the grass, the 
newspapers, whatever it does. How the milk is tasty. You have to 
only count on the milk. The master always wants to make you 
confused. You have to be very careful, the Guru Parampara 
always wants to make you confused and divert. You have to be 
very careful and try to come out with a clarity minds. Don’t, don’t, 
don’t, waste the time, your time and my time. Time is the gold. 
Once if you lost it, we cannot get it back. 
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I’m waiting for the first group at 10 o’clock. From 10 o’clock until 
to two a.m. we’ll be awake and be alert. And by 5 a.m. tomorrow 
morning, I sincerely recommend to everybody to attend to the 
abhishek to Baba. It’s the first energy starting, and making him to 
awake to start the Guru Paramparas, the Guru Purnima Festival 
Process. And whatever you’re having, coming doubts and your 
questions the knowledge, please clarity yourself. Don’t hesitate. 
And don’t ask the silly questions and wasting of the time. My 
concentration, my target this Guru Purnima no matter what, no 
matter what, no matter what, is talking about the JC life, and what 
is the meaning of immortalism and mortalism, life and death, 
death and life, darkness and light, negative spirits, divine spirits, 
negative forces, positive forces. These are the major subjects in the 
planet, so try. If you understand these subjects this Guru Purnima 
pretty good you will succeed this Guru Purnima. 
This Guru Purnima, I hope I’m giving a darshan and giving a talk 
to you. Next Guru Purnima we’re seeing you in Europe, by grace 
of Baba. And the next Guru Purnima, for sure by grace of Mother, 
we’ll see you in Benares. So this Guru Purnima what I’m going to 
plant the seed in your souls is very, very important.  
If you got confused holding the blocks openly talk, openly accept 
it. Let me wash for you. I will take care of you. I love everybody, 
but at the same time, sorry if I’m giving little hard time but I have 
to be. Everyday the spiritual law is changing. Every year the 
spiritual law is changing. Every decade, every ten years, the law is 
changing. The energy is really changing very fast. The time is 
coming. The time is really coming.  
So try to be healthy mind and healthy body and try to cooperate 
with your Swami and clarify and receive the informations what 
really happened in the Bible, what really happened in the Koran, 
what really happened in the Bhagavad Gita, and what really 
happened with Adi Shankaracharya. Taking all the pictures, 
different angles, coming, targeting the JC, the processes, Jesus 
Christ, his crucifixion, again rebirth. 
And where is located his samadhi and his Power Spot and Baba’s 
Power Spot. And how to create the Power Spots, how Baba created 
his Power Spot, how the Jesus created his Power Spot. We’ve seen 
in Shirdi under the neem tree, many people, satya, dharma, shanti, 
prema - four candles, lights are still holding it there underneath. 
It’s saying in the history there’s a lot of evidence there. The same 
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thing how he creating that, what is the inner mechanisms? And 
what is your Swami’s Power Spot? And what is the greatness of 
the Himalayas? What is really hidden the power of in the 
Himalayas? Why everybody chooses the Manasarovara? What’s 
going on with the Power Spots? And where is your Swami’s 
Power Spot? And where is Jesus Christ’s Power Spot located in the 
globe? Where is the Buddhism, Lord Buddha, his Power Spot? 
Many saint’s Power Spots and their mechanisms on the globe, the 
divine peoples, how to make channelings to that and everybody’s 
receiving the blessings from that Power Spots. 
These are all the major subjects. These subjects on this, whatever 
you can make a questionnaires on this, I’m happy to answer it. 
Before I already told it to Simon and Constanze, to make I think 
several hundred questions. I’m sure they made almost all a 
thousand questions. It makes a five, or six hours to me to clarify. 
Whatever I mentioned so far this, all the bullet points, on that 
points, tonight after your process is done, whenever you have free 
time in the lunch hours and dinner hours, some timings, and make 
a questionnaires the most senior students. Once if you have the 
right question, it also gives the right information to you and to the 
globe. I can’t raise myself the questions and also give the answer 
to you. If you raise the questions then I can make it elaborately 
talk. 
So my Dear Divine Souls, and especially the senior citizens, the 
senior students, try to cooperate, and by the way, Philip looks so 
handsome with his beard, after long time seeing him. And Ann 
wrote a beautiful book about your Swami. I hope it’s a good 
stories, and it will be available from tomorrow. So far, this tonight 
and I’ll talk to you tomorrow onwards in the public talks. So 
tomorrow I’ll see you guys in the morning hours, the abhishek 
time.  Happy time.  Good luck guys.  Lovely night. 
 

End of Talk 


